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OPERATION  

1) Pull the large Reset Handle to open the jaws of the Sky Lock™.  

2) Insert suspension wire rope through inlet guide at the top of 
Sky Lock™ and feed the wire rope until it comes out the bottom 
of the Sky Lock™  

3) Test the Sky Lock™ by pulling rapidly on the wire rope in the 
upward direction.  The Sky Lock™ should trip within 3 inches.  

4) To reset the Sky Lock™ when in use, run hoist in an upward 
direction approximately 3 inches to relieve the load from 
Sky Lock™ Jaws.  Turn Sky Lock™ Reset Lever clockwise to 
reset.  Failure to relieve the load first will result in damage to 
the reset lever mechanism.  

5) To remove the wire rope, pull the large Reset Handle and hold 
in the reset position.  Then remove rope by slowly pulling in 
the upward direction.  You will hear the centrifugal weights 
rotating.  

 

CAUTION 

1) Should the Sky Lock™ engage due to an overspeed condition, do not release or reset until load has 
been lowered or tied off on an alternate supporting rope.  Return Sky Lock™ to Sky Climber for 
inspection prior to further use.   

2) Sky Lock™ may also be engaged by:  

a. Turning manual trip knob counterclockwise.  

b. Sudden movement of men on platform or repeated vibration (“nuisance tripping”). 

 

3) Inspect and functionally check Sky Lock™ operation daily when used in normal environments and 
every 4 hours when used in contaminating environments per instructions detailed in operation 
manual.  Failure to regularly check Sky Lock™ may result in loss of function with potential injury to 
user.   

4) Sky Lock™ Reset Lever – to reset the Sky Lock™ when in use, feed wire rope in an upward 
direction approximately one inch to relieve the load from Sky Lock™ Jaws.  Turn Sky Lock™ 
Reset Lever clockwise to reset.  If you don't go up before resetting, the Sky Lock™ Jaws will not open, 
and the Sky Lock™ Reset Lever pin will shear. This will make the Sky Lock™ inoperable and require 
factory-authorized repair.   

 

In the event the Sky Lock™ engages for reasons other than overspeed, check condition of 
equipment and wire rope below Sky Lock™:  if satisfactory, operate hoist in UPWARD 
direction three (3) inches to relieve load on the Sky Lock™, then turn reset handle 
clockwise until Sky Lock™ resets.  After resetting, handle must return to vertical position.  
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